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Radio repeater - Private mobile radio 434...868MHz 24-ch
RFR102D

Hager
RFR102D
3599430039317 EAN/GTIN

520,42 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Radio repeater RFR102D range 300m, number of channels 24, transmission power 0.025W, frequency 434 ... 868MHz, tap-proof, weight 3230g, BEKA radio repeater to
increase the range. Bidirectional radio range extender with emergency power bridging in the event of a power failure for integration into the fire detection system and for
extending the radio ranges of BEKA radio components. It is possible to alert individual areas. The repeater has 2 relay outputs for fire and fault. Up to 5 radio repeaters can be
integrated per BEKA system. In mixed operation (radio and bus repeater in a BEKA system) up to 5 radio and 5 bus repeaters can be integrated. Teach-in mode with range
indication using an optical display. Note: The RFA400D backup battery is not included in the scope of delivery. Approval: DIN EN 54-18, DIN EN 54-25. Supply voltage: Power
pack 12 Connection type: Radio 868 MHz / 434 MHz Battery life: Power supply Dimensions (WxHxD): 325 x 220 x 88 mm Color: white
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